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The propagation and divergence properties of beams carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM)
play a crucial role in many applications. Here we present a general study on the divergence of optical
beams with OAM. We show that the mean absolute value of the OAM imposes a lower bound on the
value of the beam divergence. We discuss our results for two different definitions of the divergence,
the so called rms or encircled-energy. The bound on the rms divergence can be expressed as a
generalized uncertainty principle, with applications in long-range communication, microscopy and
2D quantum systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the initial work by Allen et al. [1], the orbital an-
gular momentum (OAM) of light has attracted increasing
interest in multiple fields, including microscopy [2], op-
tical trapping [3], astronomy [4, 5], radio [6] and optical
communication [7–10] and fundamental physics [11–13].
OAM beams are characterized by a singular phase factor
exp(i`φ), where φ refers to the azimuthal angle around
the beam axis and the topological charge, `, is an integer
parameter representing different OAM values [1]. When
` 6= 0, the beam presents an optical vortex on its axis
due to the phase singularity.

The study of the propagation and divergence proper-
ties of OAM beams play a crucial role in many applica-
tions, and in particular in long-range communication sys-
tems [14, 15] and microscopy. In this context, standard
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams have already been stud-
ied in detail [16–20]. Recently [21], a preliminary analysis
was also carried out on the Circular Beam (CiB), which
represents a general analytical solution of the paraxial
wave equation with OAM [21, 22]. Indeed, several well
known beams carrying OAM – such as the standard [23]
or elegant [24] LG beams, Bessel-Gauss beams [25], op-
tical vortex beams [26] and others [22] – are particular
cases of CiBs obtained by setting specific values to the
beams’ parameters. Moreover, CiBs naturally arise when
q-plates [27] or phase plates [28] are used to general OAM
from a Gaussian beam [21, 29].

The divergence properties of generic incoherent super-
position of LG modes can be easily bounded by know-
ing the divergence angles of the Laguerre-Gauss beams.
However, for generic (coherent) beams – that can be al-
ways expressed as a coherent superposition of LG modes
– there are no known bounds. One could image that
by coherently adding different LG modes with the same
OAM it could be possible to lower the divergence of the
beam, by keeping fixed the value of the OAM. A central
question is thus the following: by fixing the OAM content
and arbitrarily changing the radial profile of a beam is
it possible to reduce its divergence? The above question
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Pictorial representation of the rms
divergence θrms of a generic paraxial beam Ψ(x, y, z) propa-
gating along the z axis. Dashed lines represent σr(z). The
parameters σm and zm are the minimum value of σr(z) and
its location respectively.

is crucial for applications that require the optimization
of the far-field propagation or the focusing properties of
the used beam.

Here we answer to the above question by presenting a
general study on the propagation and divergence proper-
ties of OAM beams, including CiBs as special case. The
study on the divergence of optical beams will led to a for-
mulation of an uncertainty principle, based on the mean
value of the OAM. Our main result can be stated as fol-
lows: for any optical monochromatic paraxial beam with
a mean value of OAM given by 〈|`|〉, the product of the
spatial extent, σr, and the spread σk in the wavector-
space is lower bounded by

σkσr ≥ 1 + 〈|`|〉 . (1)

This result can be heuristically explained by noticing
that, for an optical beam with ` units of OAM, the Poynt-
ing vector angle with respect to the propagation axis is
given by `/(kr) [30, 31]. Then, the “spreading” of the
Poynting vectors, related to the beam divergence, tends
to increase with `. Our result is a kind of no-go theo-
rem: any optimization of the beam radial profile cannot
improve the divergence below the limit imposed by eq.
(1).

We now derive eq. (1) and show how the inequality
could be also exploited in microscopy and formulated as
a position-momentum uncertainty principle.
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II. BOUNDING THE RMS DIVERGENCE

Let’s consider a generic monochromatic and paraxial
beam propagating in the z direction: its wavefuction
can be written as Ψ(x, y, z)eiωt, where ω is the angu-
lar frequency and k = ω/c the wavenumber. By defining
x⊥ = (x, y) = (r, φ) as the coordinate on the plane trans-
verse to propagation, without loss of generality we can
consider only beams with 〈x⊥(z)〉 = 0 [32]. The starting
point for our analysis is the so called root-mean-square
(rms) far field angle of divergence θrms. This is defined,
for a generic paraxial beam Ψ, as

θrms = lim
z→∞

σr(z)

z
, (2)

where σ2
r(z) is the variance of the intensity I(r, φ, z) =

|Ψ(r, φ, z)|2 given by:

σ2
r(z) =

∫
dφ

∫
dr r3I(r, φ, z) . (3)

The value of σr(z) represents the beam radius at loca-
tion z [16, 33] [34]. As underlined by the r.h.s. of eq.
(2), the far field angle of divergence θrms quantifies the
asymptotic rate of variation of σr(z).

The divergence θrms can be explicitly evaluated by ex-
ploiting the expansion of Ψ in LG modes, a complete
(orthonormal) basis set of solutions of the paraxial wave
equation. Due to the completeness of the LG basis, any
paraxial beam Ψ can be expanded as:

Ψ(r, φ, z) =

+∞∑
n=0

+∞∑
`=−∞

ψn,` LGn,`(r, φ, z) . (4)

In the above expression the (complex) expansion coef-
ficients ψn,` are adimensional and they are normalized
such that

∑
n,` |ψn,`|2 = 1. The waist parameter w0 of

the LG modes determines the physical size of Ψ (see ap-
pendix A). The integers n and ` respectively represent
the radial quantum number and the OAM content of each
LG mode.

As first derived by Siegman in [17], the square of the
beam radius σ2

r(z) of a generic beam has a parabolic de-
pendence on z, namely σ2

r(z) = σ2
m + θ2

rms(z− zm)2. The
parameters σm and zm represent the minimum value of
σr(z) and its location on the z-axis respectively. A pic-
torial representation of σr(z) is given in Fig. 1. As de-
tailed in Appendix A, by exploiting the LG expansion of
eq. (4), the parameters σm, θrms and zm can be related
to the coefficients ψn,`. We note that σm may be con-
sidered as a free parameter that determines the physical
transverse size of the beam. Indeed, since w0 and σm are
related through a combination of the coefficients ψn,`,
by suitably tuning w0 it is possible to arbitrarily choose
σm.

By multiplying σm, θrms and k it is possible to ob-
tain an adimensional quantity, the so called beam quality
M2

rms-factor [35], which is independent on the physical

size of the beam. By exploiting the LG expansion of eq.
(4), theM2

rms-factor of a generic beam can be expressed
as:

M2
rms ≡ kθrmsσm =

√
α2 − |β|2 , (5)

where α and β depend only on the expansion coefficients
ψn,` of eq. (4). Their explicit expressions are the follow-
ing:

α = 1 + 〈|`|〉+ Φ ,

β =
∑
n,`

2
√
n(|`|+ n)ψn,`ψ

∗
n−1,` ,

(6)

with 〈|`|〉 =
∑
n,` |`||ψn,`|2 and Φ =

∑
n,` 2n|ψn,`|2. As

suggested by the notation, 〈|`|〉 represents the mean ab-
solute value of the OAM of the beam.

The value of 〈|`|〉 can be used to bound the rms di-
vergence. As demonstrated in appendix B, the factor√
α2 − |β|2 is lower bounded by 1+〈|`|〉. Then, the main

result of our analysis can be summarized by the following
bound:

M2
rms ≥ 1 + 〈|`|〉 , (7)

implying that the mean absolute value of the OAM in-
creases the value of the beam divergence. We note
that the well known [36, 37] inequality M2

rms ≥ 1 for
generic beams has no contribution of the orbital an-
gular momentum as in eq. (1). Moreover, while it
was well known that for a LGn,` mode the beam qual-
ity factor is given by M2 = 2n + |`| + 1, it was not
known what happens for a generic coherent superposi-
tion. We would like to point out that the bound was
only known for incoherent superposition of LG modes [38]
(with incoherent superposition we denote a beam whose
intensity is given by I(x) =

∑
n,` |ψn,`|2|LGn,`(x)|2).

Only in this case, the M2 factor is trivially bounded
by 1 + 〈|`|〉 since for incoherent superposition we have
M2 =

∑
`

∑
n(2n+ |`|+ 1)|ψn,`|2 ≥ 1 + 〈|`|〉. One could

ask the question whether by coherently adding different
LG modes it is possible to reduce the divergence of the
beam up to the standard bound M2

rms ≥ 1. As shown
by eq. (7), the answer is no, since the mean value of the
OAM increases the lower bound on M2.

The bound in eq. (7) is tight, since it can be achieved
by arbitrary superposition of LG modes with n = 0.
Indeed, for generic superposition

∑
` ϕ`LG0,` we have

M2
rms = 1 +

∑
` |ϕ`|2|`| = 1 + 〈|`|〉, saturating the bound

given by eq. (7).
This result can be easily converted to an Heisenberg-

like uncertainty principle (see eq. (1)). Indeed, the rms
divergence θrms is related to the standard deviation of
the wavevectors. By defining the Fourier transform of

the field as Ψ̃(kx, ky) = 1
2π

∫
dxdyei(kxx+kyy)Ψ(x, y, 0),

it is well known that, at large z, Ψ(x, y, z) ∼
ik
z e

ik(z+ r2

2z )Ψ̃(kzx,
k
z y) [35]. Then, at large z, the radial

variance can be approximated to σ2
r(z) ∼ z2

k2σ
2
k with
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σ2
k =

∫
dkxdky(k2

x + k2
y)|Ψ̃(kx, ky)|2 the variance in the

Fourier space. By using the definition (2) and by noticing
that σr ≥ σm by definition, eq. (7) can be then rewritten
as

σrσk ≥ 1 + 〈|`|〉 . (8)

As already said, the bound can be applied also to mi-
croscopy. Indeed, we may exploit the well-known rela-
tionship between the Fourier transform and the images
in the focal plane of thin lenses [35]. In the focal plane

the intensity is given by | kf Ψ̃( kf x,
k
f y)|2. Then, the spatial

extent in the focus is given by σfocus = f
kσk such that

σsourceσfocus ≥
fλ

2π
(1 + 〈|`|〉) , (9)

limiting the dimension of the focused spot when the beam
carries OAM. We note that the above relation should be
taken into account in the coupling of OAM beam into
optical fibers.

Finally, the bound (7) corresponds to an improved
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Indeed, the paraxial
wave equation is mathematically equivalent to the 2D-
Schrödinger equation for a free particle: the direction of
propagation z becomes the time evolution parameter t
for the free particle and the wavevector k is related to
the particle momentum by k = p/~. Equation (8) is then
equivalent to

σrσp ≥ ~(1 + 〈|`|〉) , (10)

for a free-particle in 2D carrying OAM.
Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) are equivalent relations that

show that the OAM becomes a fundamental quantity to
study different problems, from the properties of optical
beams in long-distance propagation, microscopy and op-
tical fiber coupling to the behavior of 2D quantum free-
particles.

A. CiB case

As an example, we now explicitly evaluate the M2
rms

factor of the Circular Beams. A generic CiB is deter-
mined by three complex parameters ξ, q0 and p and
one integer parameter `0 ∈ Z. The parameter ξ is re-
lated to the beam “shape” as illustrated in Fig. 2. Spe-
cific values of ξ identify some well-known beams: for in-
stance, the limit ξ → +∞ corresponds to the LG modes,
while CiBs with |ξ| = 1 correspond to the generalized
Hypergeometric-Gaussian modes [21, 39, 40]. The pa-
rameter q0 is related to the physical scale (similarly to
the complex beam parameter of the Gaussian beam [23]).
Finally, p is a radial index and `0 corresponds to the car-
ried OAM. For a circular beam, the expansion in term of
LG mode was derived in [21] and it is written as

CiB
(q0,ξ)
p,`0

(r, φ, z) =

+∞∑
n=0

+∞∑
`=−∞

ψn,` LGn,`(r, φ, z) , (11)
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FIG. 2. (Color online)M2
rms-factor for the CiBs with different

value of |ξ|, |`0| and p. The lower bound 1+|`0| is obtained
when ξ = 0: in this case the CiB reduces to a LG0,`0 mode.
In the inset we show the intensity patterns of different CiBs
with `0 = 3 and p = 4.

with

ψn,` = δ`,`0
ξn√
N

Γ(n− p
2 )

Γ(−p2 )

√
|`0|!

n!(|`0|+ n)!
. (12)

In the previous equation N is a normalization fac-
tor given by the Hypergeometric function N =

2F1[−p2 ,−
p∗

2 , 1 + |`0|, |ξ|2]. For simplicity, in ψn,` we did
not explicitly indicate the dependence on p, `0 and ξ.

The parameters Φ and β that allow to calculate the
beam quality factor can be explicitly evaluated from (12)

and their value is given by Φ = 1
N
|p ξ|2

2+2|`0| 2F1[1 − p
2 , 1 −

p∗

2 , 2 + |`0|, |ξ|2] and β = ξ(Φ − p). The mean absolute

value of the OAM is simply 〈|`|〉 = |`0|. Then, theM2
rms-

factor depends only on |ξ|, p and |`0| as

M2
rms =

√
(1 + |`0|+ Φ)2 − |ξ(Φ− p)|2. (13)

The behavior of M2
rms is shown in Fig. 2 for different

values of `0 and p = 2 or p = 4. In particular, when
|ξ| = 1, the M2

rms-factor has a simple expression:

M2
rms =

√
(1 + |`0|)2 +

|p|2
<e(p) + |`0|

. (14)

Since the rms divergence can be defined in this case only
when <e(p) > −|`0| (see [21]), it can be easily checked
that quality factor expressed in eq. (14) satisfies the gen-
eral bound of eq. (7).

III. ENCIRCLED-ENERGY DIVERGENCE

As already noted in [21], the CiBs with |ξ| = 1 and
−|`0| − 1 < <e(p) ≤ −|`0| are square integrable beams
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Minimum values of M2
EE ≡ kθEERm

calculated over random beams with fixed value of `. We used
E0 ' 0.63. We compare the minimum values of M2

EE with
the ones obtained with the LG0,` and LG1,` modes. Dashed
line represents the lower bound as given in eq. (18).

but their rms divergence cannot be defined. This fea-
ture is common to all fields whose intensity (at large r
and fixed z) fall-off as 1/r2+a, with 0 < a ≤ 2. For
this reason, in these cases an alternative expression of
the divergence should be used. To this purpose, we may
define the so-called Encircled-Energy far field angle of
divergence θEE by

θEE = lim
z→+∞

REE(z)

z
, (15)

where REE(z) is the Encircled-Energy radius.
REE(z) must be calculated by the implicit relation∫

dφ
∫ REE(z)

0
dr rI(r, φ, z) = E0, with E0 a fixed con-

stant. Here, REE(z) corresponds to the radius whose
corresponding circle centered on the beam axis contains
a given fraction E0 of the total beam energy. By
definition, the divergence θEE is well defined for any
square integrable beam.

We now show that a bound similar to (7) can be ob-
tained for θEE, with σm replaced by Rm ≡ minz R(z), the
minimum of the encircled-energy radius. As it happens
for the rms divergence, the product M2

EE ≡ kθEERm is
adimensional and depends only on the expansion coeffi-
cients ψn,`. As detailed in appendix B, it is possible to
show that

M2
EE =

√
T∞min

Z
[(1 + Z2)T (Z)] , (16)

with T∞ ≡ limZ→∞ T (Z). The function T (Z) is defined
only in terms of the expansion coefficient by the implicit
relation

E0 =
∑
`

∫ T (Z)

0

|U`(t, Z)|2dt , (17)

where U`(t, Z) =
∑∞
n=0

√
n! t|`|

(|`|+n)!ψn,`(
1+iZ
1−iZ )

n
e−

t
2L

(|`|)
n (t).

We numerically evaluated the minimum of M2
EE for a

fixed value of OAM `. For each value of `, we searched
for the minimum of M2

EE by using a truncated super-
position (up to n = 10) of the LGn,` modes as in eq.
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p = 2
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Encircled-Energy divergence of CiBs
for different values of E0. We plot the product M2

EE ≡
kθEERm in function of |ξ| (for real ξ) with ` = 1 and p = 2
or p = 6. By increasing E0, the value of M2

EE increases.

(4). We fixed E0 = 1 − 1/e ' 0.63: such value is re-
quired to achieve θEE = θrms for the Gaussian beams
(i.e. the LG0,0 mode). Different values of E0 will be dis-
cussed later. The results of the numerical minimization,
performed by using the Nelder-Mead algorithm [44], are
shown in Fig. 3 for different values of `. For compari-
son, we also show the value of kθEERm for the LG0,` and
LG1,` modes. The minimum of kθEERm for a random
beam is slightly lower than the value obtained for the
LG0,` mode, but it cannot be arbitrarily low. Indeed,
our numerical minimization shows that the divergence
θEE satisfies the following bound for any beam with a
fixed value of OAM given by `:

θEE ≥
1

kRm
(c0 + |`|) , (18)

with c0 = 0.5. In figure Fig. 3 we report such bound by
using a dashed line.

The value E0 ' 0.63 may seem arbitrary and indeed
the value of the product kθEERm depends on such choice.
For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for the CiBs, by
increasing the value of E0, the value ofM2

EE will increase.
In order to check the validity of the bound in eq. (18),
we tested it for different values of E0, obtaining the same
bound (18) with different values of c0: in particular, for
E0 = 1 − 1/e2 ' 0.86 (a common value used to define
the divergence) we obtained c0 = 1.8 while for E0 =
0.98 we obtained c0 = 3. Details of the minimization
procedure and the results for E0 = 0.86 and E0 = 0.98
are presented in appendix C. In appendix D we also show
some examples of beams that minimize M2

EE.
We conjecture that, as long as E0 > 0.5, the bound

(18) holds. The parameter c0 will depends on the spe-
cific value chosen for E0. The conjecture is based on
the fact that, at large |`|, the asymptotic divergence of

the LG0,` modes is given by M2
EE ∼ |`| + t

√
2|`| with

t = erf−1(2E0 − 1) (see details in appendix C). When
E0 > 0.5 we have t > 0 and the M2 parameter for the
LG0,` is always larger than |`|.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the divergence of generic beams carry-
ing OAM. We demonstrated that the rms divergence is
bounded by the absolute mean value of the beam orbital
angular momentum (see eq. (7)). We have shown that
such bound provides an uncertainty relation that is use-
ful for applications involving long-distance propagation
of beams and in the study of vorticity generation, in the
limits of imaging and illumination in microscopy as well
as in the study of quantum free-particle confined in 2D
(see eq. (8), (9) and (10)). Finally, we demonstrated that
a similar bound holds for a different definition of the di-
vergence, the so called Encircled-Energy divergence. Our
results prove that the presence of orbital angular momen-
tum enhances the angular spreading of the beam, lead-
ing to an increase of the uncertainty relation between the
spatial and wavevector extent. Such uncertainty implies
an increased beam divergence and a lower ability in fo-
cusing the beam.

Our results are obtained for paraxial beam. A recent
work [42] showed that a similar bound, kRrms sin θrms ≥
cos θrms + |〈Lz〉|, can be achieved for non-paraxial elec-
tromagnetic beams. However, the bound was shown only
for a combination of two eigenstates of the OAM opera-
tor Lz = −i ∂∂φ . We note that the result obtained in [42]

reduce to eq. (7) for OAM eigenstates and small θ (i.e.
paraxial beam). Our technique, combined to the results
obtained in [42] may allow to investigate the divergence
properties of generic non-paraxial beams carrying OAM.
We leave such investigation for future works.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of σr(z)

In this section we analytically evaluate the beam vari-
ance σ2

r(z) and the rms divergence θrms of a generic beam.
We consider a generic paraxial beam Ψ(r, φ, z) propagat-
ing in the z direction. The beam can be expanded in the
basis of the LG modes as follows:

Ψ(r, φ, z) =

+∞∑
n=0

+∞∑
`=−∞

ψn,` LGn,`(r, φ, z) , (A1)

with
∑+∞
n=0

∑+∞
`=−∞ |ψn,`|2 = 1.

Our convention for the (normalized) LG modes with
beam waist parameter w0 is the following:

LGn,` =

√
2

π

√
n!

(|`|+ n)!

e−
ikr2

2q(z)

w(z)

(√
2r

w(z)

)|`|
×

L(|`|)
n

(
2r2

w2(z)

)
ei`φei(2n+|`|+1)ζ(z) ,

(A2)

where n, ` ∈ Z with n ≥ 0, L
(|`|)
n (x) is the general-

ized Laguerre polynomial, w(z) = w0

√
1 + (z/z0)2 is

the beam size, z0 = kw2
0/2 is the Rayleigh range and

exp[iζ(z)] = (z0 + iz)/|z0 + iz| is the Gouy phase. The
integers n and ` respectively represent the radial quan-
tum number and the OAM content of each LG mode. We
note that the physical scale of the beam Ψ in eq. (A1)
is determined by the value of the beam waist parameter
w0.

The rms variance σ2
r(z) of the beam Ψ is defined in eq.

(3) of the main text. By using the LG mode expansion,
the variance may be rewritten as:

σ2
r(z) =

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ +∞

0

dr r3|Ψ(r, φ, z)|2 (A3)

=
∑

n,n′,`,`′

ψn,`ψ
∗
n′,`′

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ +∞

0

dr r3LGn,`LG∗n′,`′ .

The above integral on the LG modes is evaluated as [21]:

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ +∞

0

dr r3 LGn,`(r, φ, z)LG∗n′,`′(r, φ, z) = (A4)

δ`,`′

2
[B`,n(z)δn′,n − C`,n(z)δn′+1,n − C∗`,n′(z)δn′,n+1] ,

with B`,n = w2(z)(|`| + 2n + 1) and C`,n =

w2(z)e2iζ(z)
√
n(|`|+ n).

By plugging the above result into eq. (A3) it is possible
to obtain an explicit expression for σ2

rms(z), namely:

σ2
rms(z) =

w2(z)

2

[
1 + 〈|`|〉+ Φ−<e(e2iζ(z)β)

]
,

(A5)
where 〈|`|〉, Φ and β are parameters that depend on the
expansion coefficient ψn,` as follows:

〈|`|〉 =

+∞∑
`=−∞

∞∑
n=0

|`| |ψn,`|2 ,

Φ ≡
+∞∑
`=−∞

∞∑
n=0

2n|ψn,`|2 ,

β =

+∞∑
`=−∞

∞∑
n=0

2
√
n(|`|+ n)ψn,`ψ

∗
n−1,` .

(A6)

Since w(z) = w0

√
1 + (z/z0)2 and exp[iζ(z)] = (z0 +

iz)/|z0 +iz|, by defining α = 1+〈|`|〉+Φ, it is possible to
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show that the variance σ2
r(z) has a parabolic dependence

on z, namely:

σ2(z) =σ2
m + θ2

rms(z − zm)2 , (A7)

with

zm = −z0
=mβ

<e(α+ β)
,

σ2
m =

w2
0

2

α2 − |β|2

<e(α+ β)
,

θrms =
w0√
2z0

√
<e(α+ β) .

(A8)

Since the transverse scale can be fixed by w0 or equiv-
alently by σm, we can express θrms and zm in function of
σm, obtaining

θrms =
1

kσm

√
α2 − |β|2 ,

zm = −kσ2
m

=mβ

α2 − |β|2
= −=mβ

kθ2
rms

.
(A9)

We have thus demonstrated eqs. (5) and (6) of the
main text.

Appendix B: Proof of the bound

In this section we demonstrate that the following
bound holds:

M2
rms ≡ kθrmsσm ≥ 1 + 〈|`|〉 . (B1)

In the previous section we have shown that, for a generic
beam, kθrmsσm =

√
α2 − |β|2, with α =

∑
`

∑
n(1+2n+

|`|)|ψn,`|2 and β =
∑
`

∑
n 2
√
n(|`|+ n)ψn,`ψ

∗
n−1,`. Our

goal is to find a lower bound for
√
α2 − |β|2 depending

on the average value of the OAM.

If we define β̃ =
∑
`

∑
n 2
√
n(|`|+ n)|ψn,`ψn−1,`|, by

the properties of the absolute value, it follows that |β| ≤
β̃ and:

α2 − |β|2 ≥ α2 − β̃2 . (B2)

We now define ∆± =
∑
`

∑∞
n=0(

√
|`|+ n+ 1|ψn,`| ±√

n+ 1|ψn+1,,`|)2. By expanding the square in ∆± it
possible to show that

∆± = α± β̃ . (B3)

Then

α2 − β̃2 = (α+ β̃)(α− β̃) = ∆+∆− . (B4)

We note that ∆± can be written as the expectation
value of operators in a real valued vector space. Let’s
consider an infinite dimensional space spanned by the
orthonormal vectors {|n, `〉} with n = 0, · · · ,+∞ and

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

|ℓ|

Divergence of LG0,ℓ modes

 

 

M2
EE− (|ℓ| + t

√

2|ℓ| )

FIG. 5. (Color online) Difference between theM2
EE value and

its approximaton, |`|+ t
√

2|`|, for the LG0,` modes.

` = −∞, · · · ,+∞ and define the following operators N̂ ,
L̂, â and â† by their action on the basis states:

N̂ |n, `〉 = n|n, `〉, â|n, `〉 =
√
n|n− 1, `〉, (B5)

L̂|n, `〉 = `|n, `〉, â†|n, `〉 =
√
n+ 1|n+ 1, `〉.

If we define Â± =

√
N̂ + |L̂|+ 1± â and a generic vector

|v〉 as |v〉 =
∑
l

∑
n |ψn,`||n, `〉, we have

Â±|v〉 =
∑
n,`

[√
n+ |`|+ 1|ψn,`| ±

√
n+ 1|ψn+1,`|

]
|n, `〉

(B6)
Since the vectors |n, `〉 are orthonormal and thus satisfy

〈n′, `′|n, `〉 = δn,n′δ`,`′ the expectation value of A†±A±
are precisely ∆±:

〈v|A†±A±|v〉 = ∆± . (B7)

By the triangular inequality we may then bound ∆+∆−:

∆+∆− = 〈v|A†+A+|v〉〈v|A†−A−|v〉 ≥ |〈v|A
†
+A−|v〉|2

(B8)
The r.h.s of the previous equation can be explicitely eval-
uated to give:

|〈v|A†+A−|v〉|2 = (1 + 〈|`|〉)2 . (B9)

By combining eqs. (B2), (B4), (B8) and (B9), it follows
that

kθrmsσm ≥ 1 + 〈|`|〉 (B10)

Appendix C: Encircled-energy divergence

Here we evaluate the encircled-energy divergence in
function of the expansion coefficient ψn,`. We con-
sider a generic paraxial beam expanded as a superpo-
sition of LG modes, as in equation (A1). The integral∫

dφ
∫ REE(z)

0
dr r I(x, y, x) = E0 defining the encircled-

energy radius R(z) can be written in adimensional nota-
tion as

E0 =

∫ T (Z)

0

∑
`

|U`(t, Z)|2dt , (C1)
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Steps of the Nelder-Mead used to min-
imize M2

EE. We used ` = 1 and E0 ' 0.63. We report the
number of LG modes used in the superposition of eq. (D1).
With green (light gray) dashed lines we show theM2

EE values
of the LGn,1 modes, while the black dashed line is the min-
imum M2

EE achieved. The continuous red (dark gray) line
represents the bound c0 + |`| with c0 = 0.5.

with Z = z/z0 and

U`(t, Z) =

∞∑
n=0

√
e−tt|`|n!

(|`|+ n)!
ψn,`

(
1 + iZ

1− iZ

)n
L(|`|)
n (t)

T (Z) =
2R2

EE(Zz0)

w2
0(1 + Z2)

.

(C2)
The minimum Rm of REE(z) should be found by

minimizing the function
√

(1 + Z2)TEE(Z). We define
T∞ ≡ limZ→∞ T (Z), namely

E0 =

∫ T∞

0

∑
`

|U∞` (t)|2dt , (C3)

and U∞` (t) =
√
e−tt|m|

∑N
n=0

√
n!

(|m|+n)!ψn(−1)nL
(m)
n (t).

By using the definition of T (Z) in eq. (C2) it is possible

to show that T∞ =
2z20
w2

0
θ2

EE. By using z0 = kw2
0/2 and

Rm/w0 =
√

minZ [(1 + Z2)T (Z)]/2 we may express θEE

as

θEE =

√
2

kw0

√
T∞

=
1

kRm

√
T∞min

Z
[(1 + Z2)T (Z)] .

(C4)

Also in this case the product M2
EE ≡ kθEERm is adi-

mensional and depends only on the expansion coefficient
ψn,`.

The above relations can be simplified for LG modes.
Indeed, for an LG mode, T (Z) is an even function of Z
and its minimum is obtained at Z = 0. Moreover we
have T (Z) = T (0) = T∞ ≡ Tn,`. Then the divergence
for a LGn,` mode can be expressed as

θEEn,` =
1

kRm
Tn,` , (C5)
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Minimum values of M2
EE calculated

over beams with fixed value of `. We used E0 ' 0.86 in the
upper graph and E0 = 0.98 in the lower graph.

with

E0 =
n!

(|`|+ n)!

∫ Tn,`

0

e−tt|`|(L(|`|)
n (t))2dt . (C6)

The divergence of the LG0,` modes can be further sim-
plified and it is expressed through special functions: in
this case, equation (C6) can written as P (|`|+ 1, T0,`) =
E0, where P (a, z) is the regularized incomplee Gamma
function P (a, z) = 1

Γ(a)

∫ z
0
ta−1e−tdt. By using a formula

due to Tricomi [43] the asymptotic behavior at large |`|
of P (a, z) is the following:

P (|`|+1, |`|+ t
√

2|`|) =
1

2
[|1|+erf(t)]+O(

1√
|`|

) , (C7)

with erf(t) the error function. Then, at large |`|, the
asymptotic divergence of the LG0,` mode is

θ
(EE)
0,` ∼ 1

kRm
(|`|+ t

√
2|`|) , (C8)

with t = erf−1(2E0 − 1). Note that when E0 = 1
2 + ε

we have t ∼
√
πε. The r.h.s. of eq. (C8) is a good

approximation of the divergence also for low values of
|`|, as demonstrated by Fig. 5.

Appendix D: Numerical minimization

As described in the main text, we numerically eval-
uated the minimum of M2

EE at fixed value of OAM `.
Here we illustrated with more details the method. For
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Intensity patterns and encircled-energy
for the Gaussian beam and the best beam at ` = 0 that
minimize M2

EE. The physical size of the beams are chosen
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lines we indicate the value of E0 that define the encircled-
energy radius R(z). The optimal beam is obtained for E0 =
0.86 for the two upper rows figures, while E0 = 0.98 in the
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each value of `, we defined the generic wavefunction as a
truncated superposition of the first N LGn,` modes:

Ψ`({ψn}) =

N−1∑
n=0

ψnLGn,`(r, φ, z) . (D1)

The wavefunction is uniquely determined by the coeffi-
cients {ψ0, ψ1, · · · , ψN−1}. Due to the equivalence under
a global phase, we set ψ0 ∈ R, while we considered the
remaining coefficients as complex. By using the Nelder-
Mead algorithm [44], we search for the coefficients {ψn}
that minimize the M2

EE. To take into account the nor-
malization

∑
n |ψn|2 = 1, we adapted the algorithm to

an hypersphere. We here recall that theM2
EE parameter

is defined in eq. (13) of the main text. In fig. 6 we show
the iterations of the algorithm for different truncation N
and for ` = 1 and E0 ' 0.63. By increasing the number
of modes, the minimum value ofM2

EE decreases but it is
always larger than the bound c0 + |`| with c0 = 0.5. The
procedure was repeated for different values of ` to obtain
the graph shown in fig. 3 in the main text.

We also performed the minimization for different val-
ues of E0. The results are presented in Fig. 7 for
E0 ' 0.86 and E0 = 0.98. In both cases the bound
c0 + |`| holds with c0 = 1.8 and c0 = 3 respectively.

Finally, in Fig. 8, for ` = 0 we show the intensity
patterns of the best divergence beam and the comparison
with the gaussian beam (namely the lowest LG mode)
and E0 = 0.86 and E0 = 0.98.
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